A Neural Network refers to a simple computing system that consists of some highly fixed and interconnected processing elements. All the neural networks appear as a set of layers. The layers of the neural networks have some interconnected nodes that make up the activation function. In this research, focus is on the Microsoft Neural System Algorithm. The Microsoft Neural System Algorithm is a simple implementation of the adaptable and popular neural networks that are used in the machine learning. The algorithm operates through the testing of every possible state of the inputs that attribute against all the possible states of some predictable calculating of probabilities for all the combinations on the training data. For instance, the neural networks can be used to write a computer program that will recognize some handwritten digits. Later in the study the artificial neural networks are discussed. In the artificial neural networks, no multiple central processors exist. Most of them consist of the learning rules that are used for the modification of weight that connect them to the input patterns that present them continuously.
From the study, it is clear that the Microsoft neural network viewers can be used to work and see with the data models that correlate with the outputs and the inputs. Through this utilization a custom viewer can then explore the model structure of a Microsoft neural network quickly. The neural networks can be used to recognize some handwritten digits. In this case consider a sequence that is written as 505762. Several individuals will basically recognize the digits as 505762. Such an ease might be deceptive. In all the hemispheres of the human brain, people have the primary visual cortex that is also known as the v1. The v1 contains 140 million neurons that have 10 billion connections between them. On the other hand the human vision has a series of visual cortices of v2, v3, v4 and v5 that help in recognizing more difficult image processing. Therefore our heads are used as the supercomputers. It is not easy to recognize the handwritten digits. Humans have therefore come up with the neural networks to help in recognizing handwritten digits so that they can make sense to what is being done unconsciously. In this case, the neural networks help in sampling data, distributing and invoking it into simple values.
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